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Abstract



a larger scale than enterprise networks. Internet Service Providers (ISPs) can benefit a lot from workload characterization. Apart from coping with network traffic more effectively ISPs can use traffic identification in routing, route peering arrangements, pricing and rate limiting.



Class-of-Service identification is a very useful task for enterprise, university and ISP networks. Peerto-peer traffic, being a significant portion of the network traffic today, constitutes a highly desirable class for identification. Accurate classification of P2P traffic is a challenging problem, and becomes even more challenging when we are constrained to use only transport-layer header information. In this paper, we present a new approach for P2P traffic identification, that uses fundamental characteristics of P2P protocols, such as a large network diameter and the presence of many hosts acting both as servers and clients. We do not use any applicationspecific information and we are thus able to identify both known and unknown P2P protocols in a simple and efficient way.
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We have chosen to focus on identifying Peer-topeer traffic. P2P applications have been gaining popularity over the last years. The large number of filesharing applications has resulted in a significant increase of P2P traffic. Moreover, since P2P applications are typically used to share large files such as video/audio files or software, P2P flows constitute a significant portion of the network traffic. P2P traffic, therefore, is an important CoS and its classification is a very desirable feature. Accurate classification of P2P traffic is a challenging problem. Existing solutions either use known transport layer port numbers or packet payload, both solutions having significant limitations. Known-port-based classifiers cannot identify unknown P2P protocols or P2P applications that disguise their traffic. Payload-based solutions also perform poorly on emerging protocols and face certain complications as a result of requiring payload access.



Introduction



Identifying Classes-of-Service (CoS) that appear in large networks is an important task for network planning and design. In enterprise environments, in particular, the ability to identify the applications involved in a network’s traffic is a very desirable feature. Monitoring traffic offers many security advantages as it makes it possible to identify and block worms, scanning activities and Denialof-Service (Dos) attacks. Traffic classification offers the possibility to provide different Quality of Service (QoS) to different applications. For example, it might be desirable to prioritize video streaming applications over mail. Moreover, traffic classification can offer a useful insight on network behavior, which can be used to design the network more effectively.



In this paper we present a new approach for P2P traffic identification. We develop a classifier that uses fundamental characteristics of P2P protocols, such as a large network diameter and the presence of many hosts acting both as servers and clients. The advantage of our approach is that we do not use any application specific information and we are thus able to identify unknown P2P protocols. In addition, our classifier uses only the transport layer header of the packets and is, therefore, simple and



Classification of service can also be useful on 1



efficient. Our method can be easily implemented to classify traffic in real-time, since it introduces only a very small overhead per packet.



network traffic traces. Sen, Spatscheck and Wang [6] present an analysis of a number of P2P protocols and their signatures. Their classifier can accurately identify traffic by reading the payload and using pattern matching to discover protocol signatures.



The rest of the paper is organized as follows. Section 2 discusses previous work in P2P traffic classification. In section 3 we describe the design and implementation of our classifier and in section 4 we present an evaluation of our results. We discuss the constrains and limitations of our approach in section 5. Finally, section 6 concludes our paper.
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Roughan, Sen, Spatscheck and Duffield [5] also use application signatures for classification but also incorporate heuristics for classifying unknown applications. Their classifier can classify unknown applications if they belong to a known class of applications. There are more proposed classifiers that use payload information [1].



Related Work



There has been a lot of research in the area of network traffic classification and several different classifiers have been suggested. Most such systems use information such as port number, packet length, flow duration [7], as well as application-layer payload information (such as signatures) to classify traffic.



2.1



Payload-based classifiers show good results but have two major limitations: (a) they cannot be used if payload information is not available and (b) they cannot, in general, identify unknown classes of traffic.



Known Ports



Payload information is not always accessible for a number of reasons. First, legal and privacy issues may prevent network administrators from reading the actual content of the packets that are sent through the network. Some applications may also encrypt their payload, thus making it impossible to read. Finally, examining the payload to classify traffic in real time is impractical due to its high overhead, especially if there is a high network utilization.



Known transport-layer port numbers used to be an accurate and efficient way for traffic classification. In general, most applications use a known port for all their communication. It is, therefore, easy to classify traffic in an ideal, cooperative environment simply by a port number lookup. The problem, however, is that the internet is not such an environment. First generation P2P protocols used well-defined ports. Recently, P2P applications are using arbitrary ports to disguise their traffic in order to go through firewalls or avoid legal persecution. Many applications allow and often encourage users to set the port that the application will use. In the worst case, P2P applications can disguise their traffic as other known classes. For example a P2P application could channel its traffic through port 80, which is used for web traffic, thus making it even harder to identify.



2.2



The second limitation with using payload for traffic identification is that the classifier can only identify traffic it has already seen. Unknown traffic, such as new or modified P2P applications, cannot easily be identified even by reading the payload.



2.3



New Approaches



The idea of using only transport layer information for traffic identification, in order to overcome the limitations of port and payload based classification, has been explored by [2] and [3].



Payload based Classification



Most protocols contain a protocol specific string in the payload that can be used for identification. These strings are often public information but can also be determined by examining a number of



[2] focuses on identifying P2P traffic. Two heuristics are used, which in most cases are sufficient to 2



identify traffic as P2P. The first heuristic identifies source-destination IP pairs that use both TCP and UDP transport protocols. Concurrent use of both TCP and UDP is usually an indication that the traffic is P2P. The second heuristic is based on monitoring connection patterns of {IP, port} pairs. The idea is that in some P2P networks each host chooses an arbitrary port to connect to a different host. A connection pattern where the number of distinct connected IPs is equal to the number of distinct connected ports is usually evidence of P2P traffic.
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BLINC [3] explores a number of heuristics for classification is the transport layer. Host behavior is studied in three levels:
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1. Social level. Host behavior is captured in terms of how many other hosts it communicates with. 2. Functional level. Host behavior is captured in terms of the functional role of the host in the network, that is, whether it is a provider or a consumer of a service.



Figure 1: Estimating Network Diameter



3.1



3. Application level. Host behavior is captured using empirically derived flow patterns.



We have designed a classifier that uses these properties to identify P2P traffic. Our classifier keeps track of each host’s incoming and outgoing connections on every port, and approximates the network diameter by measuring the host’s level. The level is a measure of the the time at which a host was first “touched”. All hosts that initiate connections before accepting any are at level 0. A host that accepts a connection appears at a one level greater than its “parent”. A host that initiates a connection to a host that has already been assigned a level appears at one level lower than its “child”.



The proposed solutions for traffic classification in the transport layer show advantages over traditional, port and payload based classification. This is a relatively new idea and consequently there is room for further research.
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Classifier Design



Our Solution



Our solution for traffic identification is based on the connection graph of the hosts involved in a specific protocol and port in the network. Our classifier relies only on the following fundamental characteristics of P2P protocols:



In Figure 1, we show an example of how we determine each host’s level and how we use it to estimate the network diameter. We indicate the order with which connections occur on the edges of the graph. A first initiates a connection to B, which results in A being assigned level 0 and B being assigned level 1. After accepting the incoming connection from A, B initiates a connection to C, which is assigned level 2. Notice that once we assign a host its level, this level cannot change. Therefore, when D initiates a connection to A, we



• Large diameter • Many nodes acting both as clients and servers These properties are fundamental to P2P protocols and can therefore be used even with new, unseen protocols , and can be derived only from the transport layer header of the packets, which allows for a simple and efficient system can implement the classifier. 3



do not change A’s level but instead assign D to a level one lower than A, which is -1. The last connection from D to C does not change anything since both hosts have already been assigned their level. After we have assigned each host’s level, we calculate the diameter of the network. We use the difference between the maximum and minimum levels in the network as an approximation of the diameter. We see in Figure 1 that we have estimated the diameter of the network to be 3. It is important to notice that this is only an approximation of the diameter and not an accurate calculation. The actual diameter in the above example is only 2.



for each packet: if TCP if flag = SYNACK or DATA or FINACK server = source, client = destination else server = destination, client = source else if UDP server = destination, client = source portTable[server_port]. addConnection(client, server);



Once we have determined the diameter of the network on each port we use some heuristics to identify P2P flows. We consider a port as P2P if:



procedure addConnection(Host A, Host B): A.outgoing.add(B) B.incoming.add(A)



• The number of hosts that act both as servers and clients (“ClientServers”) in the specific port exceeds the ClientServer threshold,



if neither A or B in hostTable add A, B in hostTable, A.level = 0 B.level = 1 update minlevel, maxlevel



• The estimated network diameter is at least as great as 2, and



else if only B in hostTable add A in hostTable, A.level = B.level - 1 update minlevel



• The number of hosts that are present in the first and last level of the network exceed the Edge Level threshold.



else if only A in hostTable add B in hostTable B.level = A.level + 1 update maxlevel



The ClientServer and Edge Level thresholds are parameters that can be chosen so as to balance the number of false negative and additional positives. Too low thresholds result in smaller false negative rates and larger additional positive rates.



else (both A and B in hostTable) // do nothing



Figure 2: Algorithm for P2P Traffic Classification



3.2



Classifier Implementation



We implemented our classifier using the Click Modular Router[4], a software architecture for building flexible and configurable routers. We used a simple configuration with a new Click element, which keeps track of each host’s incoming and outgoing connections and determines their level as well as the network diameter. We present a pseudocode of our implementation in Figure 2. 4
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Evaluation



4.1



4.2



We present some of the results of the comparison with the known-port based classifier in terms of false negatives and additional positives in Table 4.2. The network names we use are those used by NLARN, and they correspond to the following networks:



Evaluation Method



We have tested a prototype of our classifier on several traces that are publicly available via the NLANR website. To evaluate our classifier we have compared it against an implementation of a traditional known-port-based classifier. Our lack of traces with payload did not allow for a comparison against a known-payload-based classifier, which might have been a better heuristic to compare against. It might be the case, for example, that non-peer-to-peer services operate in ports known to carry peer-to-peer traffic, in which case the knownport classifier itself would have false negatives. For that reason, we tried to populate the known-port classifier only with ports that are believed to carry only peer-to-peer traffic. We did not include, for example, ports such as those in Table 4.1 that carry both peer-to-peer and other traffic. Port 80 8080 5190 6666-7



Peer-to-Peer BadBlue, HotComm HotComm SongSpy Yoink



Results



• COS: Colorado State University, Oct 15, 2004. Source: http://pma.nlanr.net/Traces/Traces/ old/20041015/COS-1097821103-1.tsh.gz • MRA: Merit Abilene, April 15, 2005. Source: http://pma.nlanr.net/Traces/Traces/ old/20050415/MRA-1113523419-1.tsh.gz • PSC: Pittsburgh Supercomputing Center, PSC, Carnegie Mellon University, University of Pittsburgh. Dec 2, 2005. Source: http://pma.nlanr.net/Traces/Traces/ daily/20051202/PSC-1133517305-1.tsh.gz • BWY: Columbia University (Broadway), Oct 15, 2004. Source: http://pma.nlanr.net/Traces/Traces/ old/20041015/BWY-1097811825-1.tsh.gz



Other http http aim irc



The second column corresponds to the threshold parameters that were used for each trace. The first number is the “ClientServer Threshold”, and the second number is the “Edge Level Threshold”. The third and fourth columns correspond to the false negative and additional positive rates. On average, the false negative rate is around 10%, and the additional positive rate is around 20%.



Table 1: Peer-to-Peer ports excluded from the known-port heuristic When comparing our classifier with the knownport based classifier, we measure:



Network COS MRA PSC BWY



• False Negatives: The number of hosts exchanging messages in a port detected with the known-port based classifier and not detected with our classifier.



Thresh.    



FN. 8.5% 9.5% 12.7% 9.4%



AP. 9.7% 7.6% 42.4% 23.6%



Table 2: False Negative and Additional Positive rates from the four traces analyzed



• Additional Positives: The number of hosts exchanging messages in a port detected with our classifier and not detected with the knownport based classifier. We call these “additional positives” because we expect them to be hosts involved in protocols that might be new or “disguised” peer-to-peer protocols, or other, nonpeer-to-peer protocols.



4.3



Further Analysis



In Figure 3 we present some examples of the findings in one particular network trace (PSC). In each graph, the x-axis represents the level in which hosts 5



• TCP/5850: This was another port that was not included in the known peer-to-peer port list and was identified by our method as carrying peer-to-peer traffic. One application that does use this port is open DHT, which is a service for a distributed hash table, on top of which peer-to-peer applications can be built and run.



were classified and the y-axis shows the number of hosts in each level. In the first row we present some of the negatives, i.e. ports that our method did not classify as peer-to-peer: • TCP/80 (www): In this port we saw over 2000 hosts in levels 0 and 1, and only 2 hosts in level 2. The number of “ClientServers” was also 2. Depending on the thresholds one would use, this port might or might not be classified as peer-to-peer. In practice, port 80 would probably be whitelisted because even if peer-to-peer traffic is suspected on port 80, it is not likely that an action that affects all packets in port 80 will be taken. On the other hand, it might be useful to observe whether some peer-to-peer traffic begins to travel in this port.



Over all four traces we analyzed, we have positively identified the following ports: • Known peer-to-peer: tcp/udp/3531 (peerenabler), tcp/4662 (edonkey), tcp/udp/6346, tcp/udp/6348 (gnutella), udp/6349 (gnutella), tcp/6699, udp/6257 (winMX), tcp/6881,6882,6884,6886 (bittorrent), udp/4672 (emule), udp/3074 (xbox)



• TCP/25 (mail): The estimated diameter in port tcp/25 was 3 and there were 23 “ClientServers”. This port would certainly be classified as peer-to-peer. This is expected since mail is in essence a peer-to-peer application among the mail servers. We present this as a negative because for the same reason as with port 80, this would probably be whitelisted.



• Known and whitelisted: tcp/25 (mail), tcp/80 (www), udp/53 (domain), udp/123 (ntb) • Unknown: tcp/2234, tcp/3124,3126,3128, udp/2121, udp/4121, udp/5550, upd/5850, udp/6025, udp/6690, udp/23126, udp/23127, udp/28691



• UDP/6882 (bittorrent): Ports 6882-6889 are the non-default bittorrent ports, which a known-port-based classifier would identify (correctly) as peer-to-peer. In the particular trace, no hosts acted both as servers and clients in the specific port, and as a result our method did not capture this peer-to-peer traffic. In the second row of Figure 3 we present some of the positives identified by our method:



Performance As indicated by the pseudocode, our classifier requires very small overhead per packet. A small, constant number of table lookups are required per packet, and the tables fit in memory for all the traces we have tested. In practice, a table cleanup process would be called periodically. We have measured the performance of our prototype implementation by reading traces from a file in tcpdump format. On a Pentium IV with 512MB of RAM we achieved a rate of over 200,000 packets per second.



• UDP/6881 (bittorrent): This ports is the default one for most bittorrent application clients, and there were 29 “ClientServers” identified, resulting in a diameter estimate of 4. This port was correctly identified as peer-topeer. • TCP/3128: There were 5 hosts both initiating and accepting connections in this port, and we estimated a diameter of 3. We have not been able to find out which applications are using this port and whether or not it is indeed a peerto-peer port. 6
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Figure 3: Analysis of some of the ports found in the traces. In the first row, some ports that our classifier did not classify as peer-to-peer. The first two graphs were whitelisted, and the third one was a false negative. In the second row, some ports that our classifier identified as peer-to-peer. The first one was also in the known port list, while the other two were not.
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Discussion



each host that successfully infected another one would appear as a “ClientServer”. The combination of large diameter and many “ClientServers” would trigger a “Peer-to-Peer” alarm, and with small modifications that take into consideration the magnitude of the alarm (measured as a function of the diameter, the number of hosts involved and the number of “ClientServers”) and the history of previous alarms in that port (if any), a “Worm” alarm could instead be reported.



This paper has targeted a solution that identifies ports as carrying peer-to-peer traffic or not, and not whether individual flows are part of such traffic. This decision was based on the observation that most networks where such a classifier would be deployed might prefer a tool that analyzes traffic without actively shaping it, and reports rules that can be installed in firewalls or other traffic shapers, possibly after human examination of their validity. Given that the analysis tool does not have access to the payload, the rules that we can report can contain only transport layer port numbers, packet lengths and perhaps timing information. Our solution produces rules containing only port numbers, which is the only information expected to be relatively constant.
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Conclusion



Identifying Classes-of-Service that appear in large networks is a desirable task for enterprise, university and ISP networks. Peer-to-peer traffic, a significant portion of the network traffic today, constitutes a significant class for identification. Accurate classification of P2P traffic is a challenging problem, and becomes even more challenging when we are constrained to use only transport layer header information. In this paper we have presented a new approach for P2P traffic identification, that uses fundamental characteristics of P2P protocols, such as a large network diameter and the presence of many hosts acting both as servers and clients. We do not use any application-specific information and we thus expect to be able to identify both known and unknown P2P protocols in a simple and efficient way.



This expectation might not be true at all times. In an effort to avoid detection or for other reasons, peer-to-peer protocols may use different port numbers every time. Discovery of the port number that any given server is listening to can be done in the same way that the server itself is discovered. In this case, a classifier that uses other information such as packet lengths or timing properties could be considered. In general, however, the simple rules that firewalls and other traffic shapers understand will not be accurate enough to be useful. In that case, detection of peer-to-peer traffic would have to be closely connected with its shaping, eliminating the use of intermediate rules.
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